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" I have sworn upon the altar of God, eternal host ii fty
ranny over the mind of
man."
Thomas Jefferson

" Who dares to teach must
never cease to learn."

Newark State College, New Jersey

. Volume II No. 20

t.1arch 14, 1962

l(ejauver Warns Of Martin, Meeks, Pietruszka Vie
Monopoly Danger For Student Council Presidency
Primaries Scheduled for March 19
March 19 has been set for the primary election date for Student Council Officers. The three
candidates for the office or President of Student Organization appear below with a list o f their activities, and a personal statement of their alms and ideas for the coming year. Candidates for Vice-President, Secretary, and Assistant Secretary can be found on page 5, column 5.

Sen. Kefauver - talks Informally with NSC Students
The preservation of our free
competitive enterprise system
depends on the maintenance and
reinforcement of our anti-trust
laws. Senator Estes Kefauver,
second speaker in the fourth annual
M.
Ernest
Townsend
Memorial Lecture Series, stated
that the alternative to anti-trust
is
government regulation of
prices.
The Senator, addressing the
studer:it body on March 7, cited
three industries which have undergone investigation for violation of anti-trust laws. First
was the electrical manufacturing
industry, which was engaged in
such practices as price f.ixing,
secret bidding, and a ''phase or
the moon" policyingrantingcontracts (that is, a rotation of
contract granting, planned beforehand by the representatives
of the twelve companies involved.)
The second Industry to be :nvestigated was the steel indust:-y.
It was found that many steel
companies were meeting competition with a rise In prices ,
rather than a decrease. No matter

Sen. Estes Kefauver
h ow great the profit or efficiency,
prices o f s tee! remained the
same throughout the country.
The most recent investigation
carr ied on by the Senate Antitrust and Monopoly Sub-committee, of which Kefauver is
chairman, has been in the area
of price fixing in the drug industry.
Senator Kefauver pointed out
that the prices or drugs , often
needed by people who are financially unable to afford high
prices, were round considerably
higher than the cost Involved in
their production.

as the profits in any other industry. ln many fore1gn countries
drug prices were found to be consistently l o we r than prices In
the United States.
In discussing t he sales dollar,
Senator Kefauver reported that
the cost of production for an
antibiotic tablet, including research, Is 1.61!, The cost or advertising, on the other hand,
is 241! . If suc h practices continue Kefauver reported, g o vernment price fixing will become
necessary. In a recent Gallup
Poll It was found that 63o/o of
the population does n ot want
government inte rvention in competitive business. Kefauver also
statesthat this is not the aim or
desire of industry.
Legislation in the area of phar(Continued on Page 3)

Soviet Lit.
~4ppraised By
Dr. Fainsod
Professor Merle Fainsod, of
Harvard University, reported
that the death of Boris Pasternak presented the world, as well
as the Soviet Union, with an occasion to examine the controls
which the Soviets hold over intellectual life and the reaction
or the government to the recent
ferment of Soviet intellectuals.
Professor Fainsod, addressing
the
Harvard-Radcliff
Club,
pointed to standards set for the
Soviet press and writers by Lenin
In 1905. He declared that all
literature must become ''Party
literature'', that is, it must extoll and reinforce the "benefits and goals or the Party."
Regulation or literature was
not rigid in the early days o f
Soviet rule, the professor announced. Writers ·were given relative freedom in the subjects
they chose.
Fainsod reported that the late
1920's found Stalin in power, and
the regulations were tightened.
Writers were christened, "Engineers or the Human Soul•·.
Themes and goals were set by
the government and writers were
expected to Instill devotion to the
party.
Control s were relaxed with the
coming or World War II. Patriotic
and national themes were introduced;
"cosmopolitan1sm"
devel op.ed with a cry for peace -

Mr. Edward Martin
A Social Science major, Edward Martin's experience includes membership on the Student Council, College Cente r
Board and the Int er-FraternitySorority C ou ncil representative
from Sigma Beta Tau. He is
presently chairman o r t he com mittee in charge of bringing the
Highwaymen to Newark State.
As a member or the above
mentioned organizations he has
worked on large and small projects including the 1.F.S.C. dance,
the CCN Mother ' s Day program
and the committee in charge of
presenting programs sponsored
b)< the College C enter.
In a statement issued to the
INDEPENDENT,
Mr.
Martin
said, "I would like to inform
you or some of the experience
I have gained, and what plans
I have for the futu r e, if elected.
"The Class o r '63, will be
the first class to graduate in
which no students have attended
classes on the Newark Campus.
Many changes have taken p lace,
and next year we will become a
college with dormitory facilities
for some of our students.
''Even more so than many or
us, these students will be in a
position where the habit of nonparticipation can take hold. I
would like to work toward the
goal or making th ese people an
integral and participating group
at N.S.C.
"While on the topic of new
things, let's examine our newest
class-the class of '65. You are
the most highly qualified group to
be admitted to Newark State because or the great competition
there is now for admittance to our
s ch ool.
"I would like to see t \}is class,
as well as other classes, be given
the opportunity to learn the functions of o u r governing organizations so th at you r enthusiasm of
this year will not be lost because
or our ign orance of their importance.
"I would like to see our
leaders, particularly the upperclassmen, work with our newer
students so that our pot ential
leaders in the years to come
will h ave a background of experience from whic h to draw .
If elected, I will use every means
at my disposal to accomplish

Mr. Kenneth Meeks

Mr. Peter Pietruszka

Kenne th
Meeks,
a
junior
history major, has been active
in the Collegiate Council or the
United Nations at Newark State.
H.e has participated In the University Mod el U.N. at Montreal
for th e past three years and has
held the position o f Vice-President and Secretary General. He
also attended the CCUN Leadership Conference at Sarah Lawrence College in 1960 and 1961.
Mr. Meeks is a brother or Nu
Sigma Phi, and was President
protem or that organization. In
1960 he was a representative to
the
l nter-Fratermty-:Sorority•
Council, and became treasurer
of this organization In 1961.
A member or th~ Steering Committee or his class in freshman
and sophomore year, he served
on dance committees and was
Co-chairman of the Show Committee in h is sophomore year.
As a member of the Communications Committee, he has held
the post of chairman for the past
two years.
In announcing his candidacy for
Student Council President, Mr.
Meeks issued the following statement: "I am running for Student
Organization President because
I feel that .in the coming year
there will be a greater need than
ever for good student government
at Newark State. The college is
still in Its growing period, and
the student government we have
for these important years will
determine the path for the future.
What is done in Student Council
this year will bear heavily upon
student aci ti vites in the coming
year . We have many problems
which directly affect each student
on this campus- -from parking to
student activities. Many of these
problems will need· solution In
·1962-63. It is my firm belief
that f' will be able to lead the
Student
Organization through
these difficulties."

A third candidate for the office
of Student Organization President
is Peter W. Pietruszka. A junior
Industrial Arts major, he is a
1957 graduate or Irvington High
School. Prior to entering Newark
State, Mr. Pietruszka worked
for two years.
In his freshman year, he was a
member or the Guides Committee for the Reflector and Nu
Lambda Kappa. In addition, he
did volunteer work at the Janet
Memorial Home in Elizabeth.
Among his activities sophomore year were ushering at the
Lecture Series, Wap.Janne, and
student recruiting for the Home.
He was sent to the Atlantic City
A.C.E.-S.N.J.E.A. conference as
the delegate from Newark State.
l n the same year, he was named
Vice-President or the newly-organized Gui des Club.
This year, Mr. Pietruszka has
been a member of the American Industrial Arts Association
and A.C.E. He is now President
or the Guides Club. and one of
the three chairmen of the N.S . C.
Carnival Committee. Serving as
co- chairman of the Leadership
Committee, he participated in
the Leadership Conference held
at Schiff this .p ast Fall. He also
(Continued on Page 3)

N.S.C.'s FOURTH ANNUAL
BIRTHDAY PARTY WILL
BE HELD ON FRIDAY,
MARCH 16 IN THE SNACK
BAR.
•

"Books for Asia"
Collection Day Set
At a luncheon of the Renata
Club a date was voted on for a
"Books for Asia" day. Friday,
March 23 has been set aside
for the date . All Newark State
students are requested to bring
at least one book on that day
as a girt to a student in an Asian
University. Members of other
organizations on Campus have
volunteered to set up collection
stations at each door or the College to receive these books.
At the same luncheon the
Renata Club voted to cooperate
with other students on the cam;
pus in the suppor t o f petitions
now being circulated at Newark
State College urging President
Kennedy '' to continue to take
World Leadership in abolishing
all world-wide nuclear testing.
The Renata Club feels that the
disarmament meeting at Geneva
scheduled for this month makes

-
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Editorials

StuCo Candidates
Speak Today
The candidates for Student Council President and Vice-President will address the student body In the gymnasium at l : 30
P.M. today. Candidates for the other Student Council offices will
also be introduced at that time .
This Is the only opportunity for everyone to see and hear
the candidates before the final election next Wednesday, March
21. We strongly urge all students (seniors are also qualified to
vote) to attend the assembly and carefully consider what is said.
We are certain that the majority of the students in the college do
not know all of the individuals running for office. Anyone casting
a vote without this thorough knowledge will do a great injustice to
the candidates and perhaps to the future of student government at
Newark State.
A fellow student's background and experience, his capabilities,
and his dedication to the betterment of college life are the factors
which each voter must consider. Too often, as we are sure everyone
knows, these criteria are ignored and numerous other standardsfrom the fact that a candidate is a, fraternity brother to his big
blue eyes, are resorted to. P lease , fellow students, weigh the candidates qualifications and cast a vote based upon mature and sound
reasoning I
H.G.

YAF Rally Evaluated
T he Young Americans for Freedom rally of March ·7 has been
universal-ly acknowledged as a great success. It would seem to mark
a new high in mode rn Conservative sentiment. The 18,000 students and
young professional people who filled the Garden on that night reacted
to the speakers with great enthusiasm, and organizations from such
schools as Shelton, Fordham, Harvard, and Yale put on spontaneous
demonstrations of their own in the galleries. It seemed to us, however,
that the rally demonstrated certain weaknesses as well as strengths.
While we admit to a certain ignorance or the conduct of political
rallies, it seemed that too many or the speakers relied heavily OQ
rabble-rousing catch phrases that quickly became trite excuses for
demonstrations. While thiB sort of thing is typical of such gatherings,
one might have hoped for better rare for a body of supposedly
logical, rational college students.
Several or Senator Goldwater's statements were dubious at best.
His remarks on unemployment and balance-of-trade figures were
radically dHferent from those made by President Kennedy at his press
conference on the same day. He cited the failure or the rival Democratic rally as evidence or the decline or Liberalism, casually
ignoring the fa ct that 1t was organized less than a fortnight before.
The p ressure or Senator Strom Thurmond, and his lionization
as a champion of freedom, seem str ange in view o r the fact that this
man t)as led the opponents or Integration in the South. It is perhaps
fortunate that President Tshombe or Katanga could not appear; Mr .
Thurmond would have had him sit at the rear or the speaker's
platform.
The prize faux-pas or the evening, however, must be attributed
to Mr. L. Brent Bozell, a featured speaker and former aide to Senator
McCarthy.
Issues or the New Guard, the official organ or the Y AF, were
distributed to the audience before the rally. These magazines contained transcripts of all major addre sses, including Mr. Bozell's.
One or the written lines made critical reference to the deleting of the
name of God in Wisconsin textbooks. The rtnal line or the transcript
read :
"With our President we ask God to watch over the United States
of America; and may we do our best to please Him.·•
As 18,000 people followed h,is speech in their magazines,
Mr. Bozell omitted every reference to God that had appeared In the
text, including the ending.
Perhaps these points are picayune, or betray a c ertain naivete
regarding politics. But the conduct of the Y AF rally should also serve
as a warning to those who view the far right ·as a sort of puritanical
idealism, waging a holy crusade for the Bal vatlon of a decaying
America.
J.M.
0

The Opiate of Bridge
There almost seems to be a determination on the part or a
substantial portion or the Newark State student body to avoid
intellectual, or even intelligent, conversation. This dearth or higher
communication is perhaps most evident among the regular habituees
of the Snack Bar, one-third of whom discuss no philosophy o r thought
higher than that of Charles Goren; and even this etherized group must,
to some extent, be considered m ore alert and intelligent than some
others whose backslapping, s creaming and g runting at times causes
one to wonder if they were halted mid-way In the evolutionary process .
Man has developed a brain which enables him to rise above the
level of the apes. He possesses within him the power to analyze the
world around him and to shape his environment. It Is this power which
created the Seven Wonders of the World, the art or the Renaissance,
great volumes of literature and philosophy and numerous1>ther monuments to man'.s superiority over lower forms or life.
Bridge, poker and slap-stick are fine when restricted to a minor
portion of an individual's time. But when a bridge game begins at
8:30 A.M. and continues until 5 :00 P.M., day after day, the participants do a great injustice to the potential within them. We do not expect that Newark Statere will create the eighth wonder of the world,
but ask that they respect their own Intelligence, avail themselves
of the free time the college provides them with to broaden
their horizons, and thereby give more dignity to theme elves and those
around them.
Communication between human beings, whet her intellectual
or just intelligent, is a precious thing and should be jealously
guarded and preserved. It is only in this way that men are able to
develop their mental processes, understand themselves and others,
~nnuence the world around them and realize their common humanity.
H.G.
0
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NSC Reacts

Re: Parking Woes

Do you feel Junior Practicum was an essential part of your preparation for teaching?

Mary Jane Carroll, G.E. Major
Junior Practicum proved to
be the most meaningful experience in college thus far.
At the beginning of our eight
week experience, most of us felt
unsure or ourselves as future
teachers. Being placed in a real
classroom with rewarding experiences as well as problems
is the only possible way to discover your own abilities and
weaknesses.
The first few lessons I taught
had to be planned without any
idea how to teach . However, as
my experience grew I discovered.
lesson plans were no longer a
dull chore. Each day I knew my
lessons improved, and my ways
of presentation varied. I felt
there was no other way of gaining valuable experience than to
spend eight weeks out in the field.

but only out in the field can you
derive the a ctual experience. In
essence, this is the theor y or
" learning by doing."
The Junior Practicum provides
the individual with a laboratory
experience. It is here In this
laboratory where all of our past
experiences and learnings are
tested and revised. It is in situations or this type where we learn
and profit from our errors. Each
individual must evaluate the
practicum experience for himself. Speaking from my own experiences, I could not truly evaluate my practicum experience
until Student Teaching, which occurred in my senior year.
I found that I had confidence
ln my abilities as an instructor,
and s ome knowledge of the procedures of a school system.
These two assets helped me perform to the best or my ability.
Quite contrary to the views
upheld
by some individuals,
Junior Practicum is a valuable
experience necessary for anyone who ls seriously considering
the teaching profession.

Am Raymond, Fine ~rts

Betsy Cahlll, G.E. Major
Junior Practicum 18 important
in the aspect of giving oneself a
secure feeling about teaching.
It gave me an idea of what to
expect of myself, a cooperating
teacher, and the students.
On the other hand, Senior Stu dent Teaching brought me closer
to reality about a teaching situation. Therefore, weighing both
Junior and Senior experiences,
I believe that Senior Student
.Teaching has played a more important part in preparing me for
my teaching career.

Practice teaching under any
name offers the opportunity for
the student teacher to apply hard
cover methods and theories in a
real classroom situation developing poise and self confidence in the face or distraction
and other allie d duress, Is com.,mon knowledge.
The question at.hand , Is Junior
Practicum valuable, or was it a
valuable experience lS a relative
one. I feel that the Junior Practicum a nd the Senior Student
teaching are dependent wholly
upon each other for a totally
enriching goal. That is , the
knowledge one gains fr om the
Junior· Practicum should not be
an entity in itself, but rather a
foundation for the future learning
and experimentation as affords in
the culminating experience , student teaching. Likewise, I do not
believe student teaching can proceed with the' same effectiveness
if the student teacher has had no
previous opportunity to become
(Continued on Page i>

Be Sure to Vote
In StuCo Elections!

To the Editor:
The
parking situation at
Newark State is getting to the
point of being ridiculous.
I paid five dollars in the beginning of the year for a parking
sticker. What for? For the honor
or parking in five feet or Newark
State Mud? After my last class
today I walked through this mud
to get to my car. Myself and
many other students had the h onor
of getting stuck in all this mud.
A fine way to begin the semester I In addition to a 'pair or
shoes which are really gone, I
was blessed with a five dollar
towing service charge and a$2.25
bill for a car wash, which was
desperately needed after this adventure In the parking lot. I think
that something should be done immediately to remedy this situation I I am sure that the owners
of many other mud-ridden cars
will agree with me I
Sincerely
Kathryn Pizzolato,
A Junior

Hope for the World
To the Editor: ·
This is not a letter to air a
personal grievance against our
slightly soggy gym parking lot.
I realize the problems facing
Newark State's Parking Committee and t\}at they do not, as
some people seem to believe,
manufacture the weather changes
which make the lot a trap.
Instead I would like to pay
tribute to the unidentHiedl hero
who physically pushed my car
and others out or the swampland.
I saw my wheel - spinning and
rocking - spraying him with
enough wet dirt to grow a small
garden, but he dldn 't give up until
I was safely on my way - and
then only to go help someone
else.
Sort o·r makes you believe
there's still hope for the world
after all, doesn't it?
Judith Wright
Gray 1959 Chevrolet

Re: Mutt
To the Editor:
I'm not clear as to the rules
concerning the presence of animals in the buildings or this ins ti tution. I a m referring,of course,
to one scraggly white mutt. I
go for all this "man's best
friend" jazz, but not while I'm
eating. Keep the dog in the halls
or lounges, but please not in the
Snack Bar or the Cafeteria. Thank
you.
Name withheld

Japanese Cafeteria
To the Editor:
Well, the State of New Jersey
has done It again .
It took eight months to add an
addition to the cafeter ia: that
addition was to take only four
months. Then an extra four
months led to completion In time
for the freshmen and sophomores
to enter the area before their
finals. or course, owing to the
cold weather, landscaping and
outside areas of the building are
still not finished.
So much for the building. But
what about the inside? With the
State's usual efficiency, furniture
(Continued on Page 3)
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Joe Columbo, Special
Education
One of tne principal characteristics of Newark State College ls
its program of Junior Practicum.
This experience can only be
judged as an asset rather than a
hinderance. Vicarious experiences are derived through reading,
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Student Council

Kefauver

(Continued from Page l )
is engaged in recruiting students
for the J~net Memorial Home's
tutoring service.
Mr . P1etruszka is also involved in projects for N.S.C·.
He is Literary Editor or an I.A.
course project; he is also working
on a leanet to be used for the
freshmen orientation.
Mr. Pietruszka stated:
"The above accomplishments
have been cited as my qualifications which motivated a yes
reply when the o riginal thought
of "running" was presented to
me by several students . I feel
the previously stated fun ctions
and some unmentioned ones were
all carried out to the best of my
ability. I would be honored to
pave the opportunity to serve the
student body,, you, as Student
Organ.ization President. I can
promise my sincerity, and devotion or commitment to assume
this job in all ramifications .
My pet projects will be a Campus Chest similar to the Community Chest and equal representation for all classes on student council . Also, next year's
Student Directory should be more
closely checked, with the Inclusion of Faculty telephone extensions; as well as the procedure
·involved in calling the college
after hours."

(Continued from l'age l)
maceutical costs, is planned
whic h will require drug companies to print the contenu of
the drug on the lable, as well
as any side effec ts which may
result from the use or the d~ug.
Simple generic names should be
used, so that doc tors and the
public may easily understand the
contents or the product they are
using. Registration or pharmaceutical companies should be
compulsory to prevent any illegal
production of drugs.
The
present
patent
laws
governing the production or drugs
provides for a company to hold
a monopoly on a product for l 7
years. Senator Kefauver pointed
out that should a drug be developed which would cure cancer,
for example, the present laws
would allow drug companies to
hold the prices on this drug out
of reach for most people for
many years . Kefauver suggested '
that the patent laws be changed
to provide for a three year
monoply and an 8o/, royalty to the
manµfacturer of the drug after
this period.
ln closing, the Senator pointed
out that the position or the United
States as a world power depends
on our trade polic y . Wages and
excess spending must be held
down to i ncrease production - we
have already pric ed outselves out
of the foreign market in many
areas . We must do business with
the Common Market and this will
require the reduction of prices ·
to meet the competition or this
trade bloc.
Other speakers in this years
Lecture Series are Sherman
Adams, who will speak on April
11, and Carlos P. R omuli , May
2.

Heartburn
To the Editor:
The food In the cafeteria is
getting increasinglyworse. Ihave
just gotten over my heartburn
from
the chipped lamb. (It
could've been beer, but you can't
really tell . . . Know what I mean?)
Nauseated
P.S. I may go back to chewing
roots.

N.
Cafeteria praised
To the Editor:
The manager of the cafeteria
ie certainly to be congratulated.

Moving the silverware, napkins,
and atraws to a table in the dining hall certainly improves the
serving facilities.
Creation or a " speed" line is
also to be commended. l'm almost ·glad I came back from
practicum.
Al March

letters-------.
~ n u e d from Page 2)

I

for the cafeteria has not yet
arrived. Those who wish to avail
themBel ves or the addltlonal room
must make like Japanese without
pillows, seating themselves on
the noor.
When, oh when, will this backward moving State begin to move
rorward--or at lea.st r etrogress
on schedule?
Disgusted

Voices l'IJ,c. to Appear

Second Day
Of Doom
by Beniadette Re
This room is very small and
very silent. Food is stacked in
cans on shelves ; the steady yellow
beam or a battery-powered lamp
makes the water in the gallon
bottles look like golden, sticky
syrup. The bunk beds stand
starkly against the gray cinderbloc k wall; only one of them ls
rumpled.
I was home alone yesterday
when the sirens screamed. My
first impulse was to s cream back
at them, to run in all directions
at once. Had I been stronger, I
would have stood and waited for
whatever might come; instead,
I hid, here. As the door slammed
shut
behind me,
the fear
paralyzed me again. Now, the
frenzied, hysterical fright has
passed, but this tomb-like r oom
ts silent, too silent, and the feel ing or dread is strong.
No windows open out on the
remains of civilization. I can
see no person, nor can 1 hear a
voice except my own. No sound
filters down through the earth
and concrete above me. The
translator radio sits silently by
my side, and all the pleading
words I have cried cannot make
it speak or man and life. I cannot know if another cries out to
hear or me.
Old no one else scurry to a
concr ete cave, to redeem ln darkness a life that sunlight may
destroy? But will there be a
sun ? Will the green grass or
yesterday be alive today, or tomorrow, or ever again? Will all
the earth be barren, cold ? And
what of man ? Can h e survive the
shock, the sight of destruction,
the empty nothingness? Will two
weeks in this silent vault preserve life, or give birth to living
death ? I ask, .!or...1-nwst know,
but 9nly the walls can hear me.
Th walls are gray. They stare
i n stony silence. They do not
speak, they will not speak; they
cannot speak, when I can think
only or words . I think, now of all
the words I could not say to man
when I felt them in my heart;
of how my silence hurt others.
I think of the words that were
tossed away in anger; of the words
that were abandoned to the air in
indifference; or the words I
should have left uhsald.
Now it is too late to think or
words . No words can reinstate
a world that deeds destroyed.
No words can make man understand when no man exists . No
words can tell me now if I am
alone.

Jack and Me
by Dantel J, P. Reill~

Voices Inc., an a capella octet, will appear March 22.
"Voic es, Inc.". a Negro voc al
group, will present a program
entitled
"Sketches from the
Voices' Notebook" on Tl\µrsday
evening, March 22, in the Little
Theatre. It will inc lude scenes
from the life and culture or the
Negro, featuring music, poetry,
and comedy sketches. Also on
the program will be a musical
medley of.popular and folk tunes,
ranging from "I Dream of Jeannie with the Light Brown Hair",
to "Blue Skies", and "Smoke
Gets in Your Eyes" . The setting
for the group will be • 'By a
Peaceful Fireside".
An a c apella octet, "Voices,
Inc." ts interested in preserving
the authentic Negr o spiritual, as
well
as
performing
other
religious music in the anthem
and motet forms. The group also
renders folk, classical, and popular melodies and sequenc es .
Miss J osephine Jack.son, a
senior at Newark State, and Miss
Sylvia Jackson, her sister, are
two of the eight vocalists who
will appear. The Misses Jackson

have enjoyed commer,c lal success in New York supper clubs,
appearing at "The Blue Angel"
and "Le Reuben Bleu" . Inez
Kerr, musical director or the
group, has been seen qn T.V.
with the Kerry Slaters' Quartet.
She also teaches music in the
New Jersey Public Schools.
William Baron, founder and
associate musical director or the
group . has sung wlth and directed
the "Aeolians", a male quartet
whic h appeared regularly on the
N.:S. C.-T.V. Los Angeles outlet.
George Bass sang with the worldfamed Fisk Jubilee Singers or
Fisk University.
Henry Doswell toured with the
Alabama Singers or Oakwood Col lege, Huntsville, Alabama. Jesse
DeVore, originally a trombonist,
led the Rutgersmen Dixieland
Band. The narrator of the group,
Bernard Moore, began as a
groupleader with the N.A.A.C.P.
He has also attended drama
classes . a.t New York University.
The. finale or the Newark State
presentation will be a musical-

.Me - " Its great to be back. "
Jack - ''Where were you?' '
Me - "Student Teaching."
Jack - " Hell! What else would
you teach?' '
Me - "I know - but I learned
too.''
Jack - "Like the blind leading
the blind I'll bet."
Me - "Not really - I just can't
see so well."
Jack - " Did you miss me ?"
Me - "No - I miss the girls."
Jac k - " Man I You' re blind."
Me - " Beauty Iles in the eyes
or the beholder - and I like
to behold .' '
Me - "I like to hold - I' m
not so sure about being held."
Jack - "Where did you teach ?"
Me - " Westfield High - and I
mean high; look at Bob K.\ng.
(6 '10" )
Jack - " They weren't so high
narrative "The Spiritual'& Many
Faces". In lt, the development
or the spiritual through the historical, social, and religious history of the Negro from slave to
the Freedom Rider.
The music al-narrative form
was originally presented in the
N.B.C.-T.V. series "Spiritual
Dimensions of Negro Life and
Culture".
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Review:
Hall Poetry Reading
by Christine Kowalski
American poetry was in the
grip of an orthodoxy from 1925
to 1955, followed by a Modernist
Movement,
explained
Donald
Hall, poet and Professor or English at the University of Michigan. Mr. Hall showed his own
typical movement and envelopment out or the orthodoxy, reading his own easy-sounding, fluid
poetry as a means of clarifying
his lecture. His subtle poems,
often strange in tone, compromised the most enjoyable part
of an informative evening.
This orthodoxy, Mr . Hall explained, split into two factions:
one charac.t erize d by authors
such as T. S. Eliot, an erudite,
rhetorical poetry, and the other
charac terized by men such as
William
Carlos Williams, a
poetry based on experience and
colloquialisms. The rational s 1de
came to dominate a fter 1925,
with the emphasis on form.
Not only was the orthodoxy
broken by poets, but also in all
the modern arts by men such as
Picasso, James Joyce, and Igor
Stravinsky. Mr. Hall felt that the
disperal
of
any
orthodoxy
in these fields was good, because the type of the modern
artist ls movement, and to be
restless . Restlessness i s a conviction with them.
In the fifties, Mr. Hall, the
same as his c ontemporaries, was
writing in the orthodox manner
when he became disgusted with
"run of the mill" poetry. Each
poem was like the next, technically and exteriorly. Wit and
symmetrical
metaphor were
needed, not imagination. All
poems were fixed in a rational
organization that confined them,
but when Hall threw away the
iambic pentameter that limited
his intensity, he was freed . He

1962 A.D.
by Dorothy Weitzman
While we weren't l ooking
or during the night while we
were in a fast slee p
an enemy invade d the land
whos e c hildren we a re committed to teach
They are, as we may hear
in some teacher's lounge
stupid, ignorant, arrogant
they cheat, lie, use devious
methods
t o accomplish the aim of
surviving ln enemy territory
Having studied many aspects
or psychology
we use strict discipline,
authority to impose lnfiict
and counter hate of wary
cynical child with pre-judgment
or evil inten.t.
Having studied many aspects of
psychology
we p robe deeply for.causes
aware that m ost important or
all learning ls a knowledge
to be kept alertly in mind
. .spawned by an adversary
not yet identHled
the c hildren inhabit the
land
. marking time
after
they played Berkley
Heights."
Me - "You said it - I saw the
game. ''
Jack - " What happened."
Me - "They didn't think they
believe it.• •
Jack - •'What did you teach?''
Me - "Plane Geometry and General Math."
Jack - "Sounds cool."
Me - ''Oh yea - look Jack,
I'll see you later."
Me - ''Sure - but if I were
to say; 'Parting is such sweet
sorrow, what would I say to my
girl tonight?''
Jack - "Don ' t . "

Prof. Donald Hall
could explore areas or feeling
and experience that never before
could be written about, with his
poetry becoming m ore sophi.iticated and intelligent. Now there
was chaos, but he felt chaos was
the condition wanted, a new thriving chaos. It allowed for slJ
possibilities and made nothing,
not even surrealism, unthinkable.
This, Mr. Hall felt, is the proper
condition for the modern artist.
Inherent in this chaos was a
movement
towards irrational
poetry, still containing and acc epting a coherenc e of feeling.
Prof. Hall pointed out that this
type of poetry was dangerous because of the ease with which a
poet could "kid himself", for
no standards could be &et. No
one could convince a poet that
his wor k was bad, for it had to
be appreciated subjectively. It
was written because it was mysterious and different, always
holding new possibilities for the
poet and the poem. It reac hed
more deeply into the Inner part
or man where there was greater
depth to probe in both the poet
and reader .

Math Department
Holds Textbook
Conferen e
The Mathematics Department
of Newark State C ollege, with the
cooperation of the New Jersey
Stale Department of Education
wlll present a Mathematics C onference on Saturday March 17,
1962. All students, faculty and
guests are invited. Registration
for all interested persons will
be at 9 :00 A.M. in the Little
Gallery.
The process or evaluating and
organizing a mathematics textbook ls the theme around which
the Conference is organized. Mr .
Merrill B. Hill of Scott, Froesman and Company will speak
at the Gene ral Session. Mr.
Howard Schulte will be the Master
of Ceremonies. Dean Alton 0.
O 'Brien will preside.
Mrs. Helen Fusey, ·consultant
with the Silver Burdett Company
will speak at the Elementary Section. Mary Ann Zydizlk and Andrew Horun will preside at Group
On the Junior High level, Mr.
Jack Williamson, Editor with the
Silver Burdett Company will
speak in the Rec reation Room
with John Tartis and C!lrol
Davenport presiding .
Groups m and Pi, which are
on the Sector High School level,
will include Mrs . Theora Leibovitz, Editor with Prentice-Hall
and Mr. Max M. Peters, Chairman or the Mathematics Department George W. Wingate High
School Brooklyn, New York.
Elaine M cNeill, John Foulks,
John Montag and Caroline Smolinski will p~eslde.
The student committee from
Newark State College i s comprised or Carol De Salvo, Janet
Kreuger, Gloria Lampert and
Florence Wasowski.
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Fine Arts Film Club
Offers "Alexander Nevsky"

Scene from "Alexander Nevsky"
'' An entrancing, engrossing and completely superb production"
w.a s the comment made by the New York Post concerning ''Alexander
Nevsky'', a film to be shown at Newark State on March 20 by the Fine
Arts Film Club. The plot concerns the invasion of Russia in 1242
by the powerful Order of the Teutonic Knights who, as crusaders,
swept across the Baltic provinces. They were met by the people of
the free city-state of Novgorod under their Prince Alexander Nevsky.
At Lake Peipus the flerce and decisive Battle of the Ice was fought
and Alexander Nevsky won a brilliant victory.
From these historical events, Sergei Eisenstein, author and
director, fashioned his' 'monumental film of epic proportions, widely
recognized as one of the all -time classics.'' His collaboration with
Sergei Prokofiev, composer of the film's music, was particularly
fruitful, because he realized here many of his theories about the relationship of sound and image.
English subtitles accompany the Russian dialogue, In the first
uncut version available In the United States. It will be shown on March
20, at 3:30 and 7:30 P.M., In the Little Theater.

Parking Committee Announces Changes
Parking In the so called'' Mud
Flats" has been ordered ended
by the college administration.
This area was never officially
opened to NSC students for parking, and due to the extreme mud
conditions or the past weeks,
this area has been closed. Parking is legal In both the paved
lot running along Morris Avenue
and the Green Lane stoned area.
2. The Campus Policemanshall
direct traffic Into the paved parking lot first; however using his
own discretion in direc ting traffic
into the stoned area immed,J.ately
when conditions warrant thls.
Lately the traffic problem has
caused backing up of tramc Into
parking areas .
3. Tickets will be given for
driving
against the one-way
lanes, established ror quicker entrance and exiting from the paved
parking lot. More signs shall be
added.
4. The paved parking lot shall be
extended towards Elizabeth along
Morris
Avenue, slmillar in
structure to the present one . Construction on this project shall
start at the end of March.
5. In relatlon. to the extension
or any other phase of parking,
which Is controllable by this
group and not set state policy;

would you please place any sugges lions written on parking ticket
appeals in the appropriate box in
the Business omc e .

Goldwater
Addresses YAF
That the country must be conservatlve to protect Individual
freedom against collecti v e
slavery, was a major point expressed by Sen. Barry Goldwater
at the Young Americans for Freedom Rally held at Madison Square
Garden on March 7. Several NSC
students were In attendance.
Awards were presented by the
conservatlve organization for the
struggle for world liberatlon
from communism. The crowd of
approximately 18,000 saw awards
presented to Ex-President Herbert Hoover, Ex-Governor Charles Edison, Senator Strom Thurmond, John Dos Passos, John
Wayne, Senator John Tower,
Senator Barry Goldwater and
others.
The three and one half hour
rally ended with all of the Y.A.
F. members In attendance giving
welcome to Barry Goldwater,
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NSC Reads
(Continued from Page 2)
aware or the mechanics of cla.s sroom procedure and lesson planning.
Also in considering the total
benefit of the present program,
it Is important to note that by
allowing the student the opportunity to observe and teach in
two situations, the bases for constructive comparison can be
drawn. The student Is given
enqugh time to learn about the
philosophies of a given school
system and see them carried out
in the classroom, to acknowledge
the social and environmental
problems indiginous to the particular school and to know, to a
limited extent, the children.
Having been exposed to both situations, the student is better able
to make judgment and set up
criteria that will better enable
him to choose the teaching job
that will best suit his philosophies
and needs.

C. Alan Grove, Math Major
To me Junior Practlcum was
of great importance to the betterIng of my teaching career.
Newark State is one of the few
schools which offer this opportunity to its students. Those experiences which I had during
these two months will be of great
help to me next year. Simply
the task or carrying another
teac}ler's full load ofworkhelped
many of us to finally decide
upon teaching as a career.
Composing
lesson
plans,
carrying these out, and then
having our results evaluated by
our cooperating teachers helped
us to realize both our good and
our bad points, so that next
year we will be better able to
handle our tasks during senior
student teaching,
who was the featured speaker.
After a flve minute ovation, Goldwater spoke onthe ldeologlcalwar
with Russia, the advantages of our
constitutional government, and
the challenges of the ''liberal
left.'' He also spent some time
discussing the picketing of the
rally by the American Nazi Party
and the liberal Americans for
Democratic Action. Goldwater
said that the young people of the
A.D.A. showed strange taste in
picketing with the American
Nazis.

Faculty Platfor,n
How much responsibilit)t should students receive in governing
themselves, particularly in a dormitory situation such as Newark
State wlll soon have?

Prof. Daniel Blount

Prof. Barbara Shepardson

In many areas, once the ground
rules have been worked out to the
mutual satlsfaction or students
and administration, the students
should be allowed the freedom to
"carry on". I believe this situation exists at the present time.
The admlnistratlon must however
be granted the final "yes" or
' 'no'' to any project or actlvity
affecting college policy, r eputation, etc., because upon the administration rests the ultimate
responsibility.
As
students
develop
the
appetite for a larger slice of responsibility, I Ieel it will be
there waiting for them. After
all, our school Is growing rapidly
and becoming much more complex. The new dormitory will
open a whole new area of activity and opportunity. For one
thing, I hope to see a studentdesigned plan for dormitory activities·. For another, how about
considering a student court to
handle Individual infractions or
rules? We have a parking court,
but the enlarged court could also
enforce dormitory regulations,
etc.
With a spirit of mutual cooperation and understanding between students and administration, the greatest gain will come
to all of us.

Student self-government in the
new dormitory can provide additional opportunities for leadership and the kind of growth that
comes from assuming responsibility. The more varied the
oppor tunities for leadership, the
greater the variety or people
that will be able to have this
kind or growth experience. For
some students this may be the
first time they will have a chance
to make important decisions on
their own.
The more areas or college life
included in student decisionmaking, the more personality resources and Interests that can be
called upon and developed. Planning social events and setting up
regulations
fo r
comfortable
group living are just some or
the possible activities . In addition, a perhaps not often thought
of Idea, students may wish to
take some responsibility In regard to the social comfort or
reeling or belonging or other students, by finding way of including
or
considering
everyone in
special skills in offering friendly
support to some of the shyer
students.
It has been round In many types
of Institutions, Industry, etc.,
that when the members themselves partic ipate In the planning and carrying out of any
venture, that there ls a greater
commitment to the decision by
the persons Involved. If permitted t o set up their own rules
and methods of enforcement, the
students will be more Identified
with them, will feel a greater
sense or responsibility In carryIng them out, and will be more
Involved in meeting some of the
problems that inevitably a r ise.
The satlsfactions and desire to
belong and conform to their own
rules will be much greater than
would be possible under any kind
of imposed rules without representation.
If students are permitted to
manage their own affairs on an
honor system, without involving
the authorities, much greater
r esponsibility,
(with Us accompanying increase in selfesteem) on the part of all or the
individuals living in the dorm can
be the result.
The administration Is to be
commended for their progressive
attitude In choosing this method of
governing the dormitory.

Edward Martin
(Continued from Page l )
"Now, I would like to touch
upon
our
Student Council's
operation. In the past, with' few
exceptions, the Council members
have done all or the work in the
many areas of governing our
college.
"I would like to impliment a
change from this type or organization to one in which one,
two, .or three Council Representatives will chair committees
with the bulk of their support
being drawn from interested
under classmen. This IS necessary because many or our students do not participate in Student Government as a whole because they are not Interested in
all phases or its operation. Under
the system I propose, if a student ts interested In a specific
area, such as the parking situation, he or she would be able
to become a member of the committee charged with investigation
of areas for Improvement, and
work for the benefit of himself
and also gam insight Into the
workings or his Student Organization.
"Special Interests also involve clubs. Should I be elected,
I will strive to meet the needs
of any group that Is Interested
in starting a club which they feel
will meet their needs. This help
will include financial aid from
your Student Organization, If necessary.
"If elected, I will strive
to complete any project started
under Joe Santanello's administration as well as emulate the
fine practices for which he has
become noted.
"If you have any questions
about my policies or Ideas, reel
free to see me at any time. I
will be in the Main Lounge from
11:30 to 12 :30 every day.

A Fairy Tale
by Barbara Zengewald
Once, a long time ago,
Full or youth and gaiety
I had a love, a young love,
Which became my heaven and
hell .
I loved and he did too
AB If the world were ours ,
He was my god and I was his
A very long time ago.
My world was narrow
Why care for others ?
My world was complete
He became my heaven.
Then out of the blue
The bubble burst,
And he who was my heaven,
Broke me, and became my hell.
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Food Services:
Newark State Saga

Shakespeare Coming to NSC
Keane Courtyard Converswn Underway

by Kenneth Meeks

Cafeteria
Ted Ketsules, manager or the
Newark State food services for
Saga Food Services, Incorporated
announced the recent addition or
new services for NSC students .
The rood services is prepared to
orrer student organizations rerreshmertts at minimum prices,
usually at cost. Mr. Ketsules , who
prefers to be called "Ted", said
his staff ls here as a service to
the students and faculty of the
college . He feels the food services have a great deal to be taken
advantage of: The staff has the
time and talent to prepare for any
afternoon or evening meeting on
campus. He stressed that, contrary to current opinion, his
prices are consistent with the
high quality and l ow prices students demand.
In speaking or the cafeteria, the
William and Mary graduate said
he was very pleased with the
-reception of the 85,; luncheon.
This ls a balanced meal at a cost
lower than may be found elsewhere, according to Mr. Ketsules. In the realm of statistics,
more than 300 of these meals are
served daily when the whole student body is on campus.
Less baking has been done in
the NSC kitchen since Saga has
been on campus. This is due to
the greater var iety which may be
had from outside sources.
The kitchen staff finds Itself
busier this year, when compared
with last year. Ted feels this Is
due, in part, to a greater use of
the cafeteria service area. He
stressed the point that sales this
year a.re stable, and that tney do
not fluctuate from day to day as
last year - this Indicates that
there is a steady use or the facilltie~. which appears to be
prompted by the greater variety
or dishes.
It appears to Ted that there Is
a large number of "paper bag
tote rs" who have not even looked
Into the cafeteria serving a.J:ea to
find out what Is being offered.
Many prices are lower this year,
when compared with last year's
averages .
When asked about the price of
milk, Mr. Ketsules offered the
following Information. The cafeteria must purchase the milk,
without the benefit or a government subsidy, at the same wholesale price other dealers pay (77 / 8 cents per carton). When the
cost or handling and labor In the
cafeteria (including the washing
or glasses) is included, 12C a
carton Is quite reasonable. If
Saga is handling the food services
next fall, bulk m ilk distribution
(Including the purchase of milk
In ten gallon cans) will help bring
the price closer to the loC price
many people seem to desire.
It appears to the food service
manager that most people prefer
the carton when looked upon from
the sanitary view. The milk in
cartons Is In a more sterile condition than when It Is dispensed

Newark State will soon have
the only Shakespearean Theatre
in the metropolitan area. For
Several changes were made In four years, the Newark State
Snack Bar conditions when Saga Theatre Guild and members of
the. English Department have been
Food Service, Incorporated, re ceived its contract to maintain planning ways to utilize the advantages offered by the Leane
service there this year.
Buildings and the surrou nding
Due to the change in management, the Snack Bar must be run areas. Their main attempt has
been to preserve the buildings
on a self-s ustaining basis -in such a way as to complement
there is no subsidy.
the newer college buildings. Ac Mr. Ketsules noted the difcording to the Planning Comrerenc e in the attitude of the student body in the Snack Bar when m ittee, "It is a natural existing
compared to the cafeteria. He felt harbor for the arts , protected
from winds on three sides by a
the sense of responsibility was
less evident In the Snack Bar. It one to two story extant building
is a case of consideration, the and from the sun during many
manager felt: There IS a lac k of hours by cast shadows."
Plans have been completed for
consideration for the people who
come next. He stated that a clean the renovation of the courtyard
behind the Keane Library. To
Snack Bar is not an economy measure: " We are not trying to get be call e d " The Poets' Court",
the area will contain an outdoor
students to take over the porters'
theatre . Improvements in the
jobs."
The Snack Bar is In a period of building Itself will add classroom
organization: Necessary equip- space. The Committee states that
ment Is lacking, but Mr. Ket sules the site will be well-suited to a
assured this reporter that It has a variety of activities. It could be
used for many types of theatrical
priority ROSition In the Studentproductions: for
example,
Faculty Cooperative's budget.
Eventui.lly the serving area will Shakespeare and other Elizabe be organized on a level similar than dramas, choral readings,
and both dance and music reel to the cafeteria.
tals. Small assemblies of all
With the addition or the new
kinds; interpretive literatu re,
facilities, sandwich making has
been Improved. The labor force such as poetry readings; and drawill be enlarged, again, when the matics classes will all find acjuniors and seniors· return from commodations within the new
practicum and student teaching . faclllties . The facilities could
With an eye to completion of the also be Incorporated into the
Snack Bar facilities, Mr. Ket- programs set up for Alumni
sules sees an area 50% larger, Homecoming, Open Houses, and
more comfortable, and the open- Carnival.
The cost of the renovations
ing of a recreation room.
will not be prohibitive to the
________________ completion of £he Improvements
needed.
Students
from
the
from a bulk-quantity container in
glasses .
With the addition of dormitory
facilities in the fall , evening
(Continued from Page l)
meals will be available a la
carte to the student body.
When it comes to the area of
suggestions, Ted said many have
come from the student body and
he stressed that, when applicable,
he 111 the first to work for their
addition to the food service program.
Prices in the cafet eria come
from the Saga supervisor for
Northern New Jersey at the beginning of each year. However,
Mr. Ketsules said conditions at·
Newark State have enabled him to
reduce a number of these prices.
Recent changes in the serving
pattern have Included a switch to
two lines: A "fast" line for a la
Dr. Falnsod Speaks With Ah.mnl
carte service (especially for sale
of milk for those who bring their
Professor Fainsod recalled
lunches), and a "slow" line for that with the end of the war and
hot luncheon service .
demobilization there was a desire
The food service management to relax and enjoy "peace and
expressed appreciation for the victory''.
C on tr o 1 s
were
student concern with the aptightened again in 1946 : the Party
pearance of the dining room. NSC
role was vigorously reasserted.
is one of a very few schools
Fainsod announced that at a
where students take a pride In the Soviet Union Writers' Congress
appearance or the dining room and it was stated that" ... anypreachexhibit a sense of responsibility ing . . . of art for art's sake . . .
for returning their trays and is harmful to the Soviet people."
trash to the proper area.
Again literature extolled the
Party line.
Soviet literature must be loyal
to the State and to the Party;
democratic way of living; and, It Is to be loyal to the future
the hall should be conducive to triumph of Communism in the
academ1c, cultural, and social world.
This action resulted in turmoil
growth of the Individual student.
The residence hall report was for Soviet authors, e13pecially
presented by Chairman Charles those who were reaching for conLupo and met unanimous ap- tact with the outside world. Many
authors stopped writing at this
proval from the Council.
Council accepted an invitation time.
Limitations on the freedom of
from .the Rutgers UniversityLaw
School to attend trials or the ·the Soviet author continued until
after the death of Stalin, ProSchool's Jury Duty program. ,~ •
Sharon Cooper, reported ,..0!l' fessor Fainsod said.
As this time there was a
NSA's plans for an "Aims ·or
Education " Conference at this • "thaw" in control. Authors took
College in October, 1962. Stu courage and began seeking new
Co voted a $500 appropriation f'i:· ibemes. There was a new quest
NSA activities for the 1962 for truth, he pointed out, and con., cern and criticism of the new
Spring Semester.

Snack Bar

Fainsod

StuCo Receives Reports
Student Council committee
heads reported at the March 9
meeting or the student government organization. Discussion
centered on elections, an allcollege assembly, Parking Committee, and Increased insurance
benefits for NSC students.
Representatives or the Residence Hall Committee outlined
alms and goals ·or the re_sldence
ball. The committee ·reserved decision on residence ball cabinet,
legislature, and judicial problems for Student Council. The
committee
set the following
ideals for the hall: the residence
hall is an integral part or NSC
life; the hall should promote a

0

Scale Model of Proposed Plans
Theatre Guild have volunteered
their services for some of the
smaller repair jobs. The improvements recommended for the
outer area would render the
courtyard facilities usable for at
least 7 or 8 months a year.
Work on the interior of the building would provide space usable
for the entire year.
The greatest amount of work
has to do with the electlcal equipment necessary. Heavy cables
and multiple outlets have to be
added throughout the building,
Including the bell cupola, the
archway, and the courtyard. A
lighting' panel to handle the cu ing
in and dimming of lights in the
courtyard and on all stage areas
is also needed. In the proposed
dressing rooms and offices,

lighting also has to be installed
or Improved. Other lighting improvements will be made as
needed.
Also included in the renovation plans are dressing rooms
for men and women, orfices for
two instructional directors, make
up room, workshop fo r the construction and painting of scenery,
storage place for flats and props,
and a combined Indoor class room-rehearsal room. In addition, the doorway in the arch,
which has been blocked with
cement, will be broken through
and re-opened for use.
On one face of the tower, a
small balcony will be constru cted. It will be about 12
feet high, and equipped with a
doorway. This could be incorporated into theatrical perprivileged class which was begin- forman ces--Romeo and Juliet,
ning to emerge. Many authors for example. The flagpole atop
went so far as to criticize. the the cupola will be repaired, and
Party.
a pulley installed, by which a
In 1954 an all Union Writers s uitable pennant to announce the
Congress was called, and errorts pending performance can be
were made to make authors ··step flow n. (This is a continuation
in line", and abandon their at- of the Elizabethan tradition, in
tacks on the Party. These ef- which a flag signifying comedy,
forts, however, were a failure tragedy, or historical plays was
and authors continued to enjoy flown before the performance,
their "new" freedom. Professor to notify the citizens of the type
Fainsod then• pointed out that the of play which was upcoming).
attack on the Stal'inlsts by KrushWith the completion of the
chev in 1956 was the signal for proposed renovations , Newark
many authors to start a new attack State will possess the only Elion the regime. New themes were zabethan · theatre in the Metrochosen and open attacks were politan area. Joseph Papp, promade on many conditions which ducer of the Shakespearean preexisted - there was a new stress sentations in New York's Central
on humanitarian values. Many Park, has al ready shown interest,
auth=s took the opportunity to as have other theatrical groups.
write "a political" works which
In closing its report, the Planavoided mention of the Party and ning Committee
states: "IC
were concerned with personal and the renovations and additions . . .
persor:iality problems.
are undertaken and completed,
The new spirit of freedom in Newark State will Immediately
Soviet writing can be seen in the gain an almost priceless asset
revolts In Hungary and Poland in which can be ·further developed
the late 1950's, Fainsod said. at some future date as growth
The time had once again come, and use i ndicate. The college now
Falnsod pointed out, for restric- possesses the talent and the will
tions on Soviet literature to be to put such a Poets' Court to
tightened. Krushchev called upon very gratifying service."
authors to arouse the people
to struggle for new victories in
the areas of Communism. All
criticism, he told them, must adYour Vote Counts
here to "party physicians" . The
Primaries March 19
"made to order" novel appeared
on the scene.
Writers in the Soviet Union
today are, in spite o r the limitations placed on them, still probing the limits of freedom and
truth. Restrictions on the writer
Candidates for Student Countoday are not as tight as they
were during the Stalinist period, cil Offices other than president
but they do exist. Professor Fain- are as follows :
Vice President - WilliamShiesod pointed out that it will be
bler
interesting to see whether inSecretary - Ann Powers, Ellen
terest in the search for freedom
Maher, Dolores Hanka, Grace
and truth can ever be suppressed.
Giordano.
Professor Fainsod's address
Assistant Secretary - Diane
was sponsored by the HarvardMonoco
Radcliff Club and was heard in
Assistant Treasurer - Stella
the Little Theater on Friday,
La Salvia
March 9, 1962 .

Other Candidates

StuC·o Candidates Speak Today at 1:30 in the Gym
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Squires Finish .S00 Season
Beat· Glassboro 85-77
by Tom Kuc
Although the "swish" of the
net and hard wooden noor of the
gymnasium have been replaced
by the "crack" or the bat and
sort earth of the playing field,
the
determination that surmounted an early season 1-8
record, and made possible a. 500
season cannot be Ignored.
The Squire basketball team,
playing more and more as a
unit as the games nashed by,
increasingly found the range to
finish on a winning note; and
end the season with 13 wins13 losses.
The last game of the year
saw a larger crowd than had
been witnessed throughout most
of the season, and the Squires
responded enthusiastically.
Facing a formidable foe in
Glassboro State; recent conquerors of previously unbeaten
Monmouth College, the Squires
took the south Jersey five into an
overtime session for a 85-77
victory.

...

Coach Bill La Russo
At the outset of the game,
All-Conference
nominee Leo
Polisano and his Glassboro teammates,
maintained a rather
sportive outlook on the contest.
Their disposition quickly changed
midway through the first session
as the Squires made a determined
bid and went out in front by a
four point margin, 19-15.

W.R.A. Opens Third Quarter
Once again The Women's Recreation Association is welcoming back the students and
members to the Women's Recreation Association at Newark
State. The third quarter, which
began January 29 and will run
until March 29, will include the
following activities:
Bowling,
Fencing, Modern Dance, and l;!asketball. All girls are invited to
participate In the activities of the
W.R.A. and in doing so they will
earn points for their attendance
and have plenty of enjoyment.
The W.R.A. Handbook, with the
exception of that section dealing
with the point system, was
accepted by the Executive Board
which met on Tuesday, January
9. The section on the point system
wlll be revised and resubmitted
to the Board for approval'.w ithin a few weeks.

BOWL ING
During the se~ond quarter,
those interested In Bowling__have
been meeting on Wednesday at the
Sunset Lanes, Rt. 22, In Hillside. Students were able to bowl
at any hour during the day up
until 5:30 P.M.
On Wednesday, December 6,
the first intra-sorority bowling
match took place. Kappa Epsilon
bowled against Chi Delta. The
sisters of Kappa Epsilon defeated
Chi Delta 2102 pins to 1851
pins. The highest three-game
average was held by Mary Ann
Laboda
of
Kappa
Epsilon
Sorority. Mary Ann also rolled
the highest individual game of
189.
On Wednesday, November 29,
trophies were awarded to three
Newark State women bowlers,
for' bowling a score over 200.
Mary Ann Laboda with a 216,
Shirley Sliker 209, and Marge
Mittricker 207 were the recipients.
Bowling for the third quarter
will continue to meet on Wednesday at Sunset Lanes. This
activity began on January 31
and it wlll last until May 16,
ending the third quarter. Lydia
Krchnacek is the manager or
Bowling.

FENCING
The W.R.A. members interested in Fencing have been
meeting on Mondays and/or
Thursdaysfrom 3:40 to 5:00 P.M.
in Dance Studio A.
The Fencing team held its first
practice match on Nov. 30, competing with Bridgewater-Raritan
High School. The final score was
11-5 in favor of Bridgewater.
On Thursday, Dec. 7, the Freshmen and J. V. teams or Pater son
State were the opponents. In this
match, the final score was 24-8.
in favor of Paterson.
Under the instruction or Mr.
James Day and Mr. Charles Fowler, Fencing will continue into the
third quarter .

J.10DERN DA NCE_
The Modern Dance Club meets
every Tuesday from 3:40 to 5:00
P.M. in Dance Studio A. Under
Miss Smith's direction this
activity beginning Tuesday, ian.
30 will continue up until March
20, completing the third quarter.
The Modern Dance Club h~
announced plans to recruit students during the next four weeks
cnly. Those students interested
in this a c tivity are invited to attend the next meeting on Tues day.
Managers are Rose Lucco and
Kathy Pawlekowski.

VOLLEYBALL
Volleyball
was
a
second
quarter activity only. It was held
on Tuesdays and/or:- Thursday
from 3:40 to 5:00 P.M. under
the management of Emma Paroly.
Newark State's
first CoEd Volleyball season terminated
on January 11. A total of eightysix women participated during the
season. Eight men also attended.
Also, Volleyball was opened to
the faculty for the first time.
On Tuesday, Nov. 28, representatives or W.R.A. Volleyball
groups attended a Volleyball
Playday at Jersey City State
College, accompanied by Miss
Stulb. Following the matches,
Jersey City was host at a buffet
supper.
The W.R.A. would like to
thank Miss Catherine Stulb and
Mrs. Edith Resnick for adviSing
the Volleyball sessions.
The W.R.A. of N.S.C. attended
a New Jersey Athletic and Recreation Federation for College
Women Playday at Montclair
· State College on. Saturday, February 24th.
N.S.C.
women participated
in an all day program, from 9:30
A.M. to 3:00 P.M. , which included
such sports as badminton, volleyball, ping pong, scooter (II) and
folk dancing.
Miss Catherine Stulb, W.R.A.
advisor, accompanied the following women on the playday: Alberta Gunther, Mary Dormer,
Judy Gantly, Janet OPP, Jean
Mc Blain, Yvonne Ferguson,
Margaret
Mittricker,
Lydia
Krchnachek, and Emma Paroly.

PLA YBALL AND EVENTS
March 15. . . Officials Rating
(North
Jersey
Board or
Women's Officials) at Newark
State.
-Montclair Slate
-Paterson State
-Douglass
-Newark State
March 29.
. An
All-School
Women's Volleyball Elimination Tournament at Newark
State.
April 14 . . . . Dance Sympos ium
at Jersey City State
April 27-29. Stokes Weekend
May 12. . . . Spring Playday
at Newark State. "

Keglers Continue Streak

March 14, 1962

From The Sports Desk.....

The red hot Newark State Bowling Team continued its winning
ways this past Sunday by taking
by Kenny and Kuc
a three game set away from the
THE NEWARK STATE bowling team should be commended (or
Montclair State squad.
Barring a minor miracle the their fine showing in the last few weeks . At the end of thirte·e n weeks
Squires are out of contention for or play the Squires had a record or 15-24 and were counted out or the
the top spot in the league but race. But, in the last six weeks, the Keglers have come on strong
through a good solid team ef- to post sixteen wins in eighteen games. This depart ment owes a great
fort the Squi res have set their deal of thanks to Doug Pecina for his fine reporting or the matches . . .
THE BASKETBALL TEAM ended its season on a strong note,
sights on one of the top three
spots and have been moving posting twelve wins in their last 17 games. With the loss of only three
seniors, Coach Bill La Russo can look forward to next season with
s~adily toward this goal.
Sunday's victories made it nine optimism. (If there iS such a word in a basketball coach's
in a- row, and sixteen out of the dictionary.) . . . .
WAPALANNE CLUB members are sporting new emblems on
last eighteen. Two or the three
wit\$ this past week were or the their sweatshirts. The design of the emblem (a campfire and an eagle)
come from behind variety, but the was the work or Warren Downey and Ed Jajosky . . . .
THE W.R.A. IS PLANNING an all-school Women's Elimination
team effort never let Montclair
Volleyball Tournament on Thursday, March 29, 1962, at 6:30 P.M.
get closer than thirty pins.
During the second half or this in the D' Angola Gymnasium. In order to participate In this tournaleague competition Newark State ment, a student must be representing a club or other organization on
have made themselves the team campus. Anyone interested should contact the President or her orto beat. Starting this second ganization immediately, notifying her or the choice.
Following the tournament, refreshments will be served to all stustanza in tenth place out of eleven
teams the Squires have steadily dent particfpants and a team of N.S.C. faculty members. The name
climbed to their present position or the winning organization will be placed on a plaque which will be
which is a tie with Paterson State displayed in the gym . . . .
This desk is proud to have Tom Kuc as its new editor. Tom,
College, or N.C.E ..and three wins
by the Squires wlll put the Squires an outstanding basketball player, has a wide knowledge of most
in strong contention for the third sports and will add to the quality of this department. . . . .
A SCOUTING TIP FOR COACH LA RUSSO . . . . Bernadette
slot in the league.
In the proces s of the last McHugh, a senior at Our Lady or the Valley High School has comeighteen games the Newark Keg- pleted her last season with a four year total or 1004 points . . . . .
This desk has made three predictions concerning sporting
lers have lifted their team game
pin average from 830 pins to events since September. At this point we are batting a .: 1000.
of
our
picks,
the Juniors in Intramural Football and
843 pins. This improvement is Two
due to the conslstant 900 pin Cranford in the Union County Basketball Tournament, lo st. The third,
games that have played havoc on Senior II in Intramural Basketball, can Pelax, the law or averages
the records of the opposition. is on their side .... .
We would like to commend the Athletic Association for their .
.-SQUIRES TO PLAY
recent entrance of Newark S~ate College in the Naismith Memorial
Newark State overall at this Basketball Hall of Fame. Membership in the People-to-People
point ls 31 wins, against 26 Sports Committee should be put on the agenda for next year . . . .
losses, this Sunday the Squires
take on Upsala College who sport
a 23, and 34 record. The league
leader at this point ls St. Peters
or Jersey City who have compiled
a very impressive 41 and 16
league standing.
The steady members or the
team are Joe Feola who is
averaging 164 pins a game, Carl
Weber whose corrected average
now stands at 165, John Valli
who is hitting the pins at a
167· pace, Doug Pecina who is
bowling a consistant 175, Wes
Danilow who is at l 76 and climbing, and Captain JohnSfaelos who
is moving erratically at a 178
pace.
A look into the future finds
Newark State the surprise team
or
the
Eastern
Inter-Collegiate Bowling Conference.
Wednesday, March 14
D' Angola Gym
1:30 P.M.
Student Org. Elections Mtg.
1 :30 P.M.
Lab. Experiences Committee
Meetings Room
Stu. Pers . Office
1 :30 P.M.
Student Pers. Committee
4:15 P.M.
Alumni Association
Alumni Office
Sunset LanesW.R.A. Bowling all day
till 5:30 P.M.
Hillside
D' Angola Gym
7:00 P.M.
M.A.A. Intramural Basketball
The Men's Athletic Associ7:30 P.M.
Alumni Ass'n. Executive Comm. Alumni Office
ation has announced a revision
Fencing Match - Jersey City
Dance Studio A
7:30 P.M.
in the Intramural Basketball
schedule. The unavailability or Thursday, March 15
the gym on two occasions and
Alumni Office
2:30 .P .M.
Student Faculty Co-op. Comm.
the drop-out or one sophomore
3:30 P.M.
NSC Theater Guild
Little Theater
team has led to the change.
Meetings Room
3:30 P.M.
C .C.U.N.
Play reopens Tuesday, March
3:30 P.M.
Trad. · and Procedures Comm.
Fae. Din. Room
13, and then Wednesdays March
3:40 P.M.
W.R.A. Fencing
Dance Studio A
14, 24, and 28.
D'Angola Gym
3:40 P.M.
W.R.A. Basketball
This week will see Senior II
Basketball Official's Ratings
D' Angola Gym
6:00 P.M.
playing Senior Ill and Senior I
Kappa Delta Pi
-Meetings Room
7:00 P.M.
on successive nights and there
should be a break in the three- Friday, March 16
way tie that now exists.
Snack Bar
3:30 P.M.
College Birthday Party
THE SCHEDUL E
Saturday, March 17
March 14. 1962
8:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. Math Conference
College Center
8:00 P.M.
Junior & Senior Dance
Main Dining Rm.
7 P.M. Monday, March 19
Fr. I VS. Jr. II
9 :30 A.M. - 4:30 P .M. Student Org. Primary Gallery Jr. I VS. Fr. II
College Center
Elections
8 P.M. 11:30 A.M. - 1 :30 P.M. Faculty Buffet
Meetings Room
Sr. Ill VS. Soph I
1:30 P.M.
Meeting for Seniors-NJEA
Little Theater
Sr. I VS. Sr. II
Fae. Lge. -Town1:30 P.M.
Dept. Chairmen Meeting
March 21, 196_2
send
Rm. 116 -Town1:30 P . M.
Graduate Council
7 P.M. Fr. I VS. Soph I
send
Little Theater
NSC Theater Guild Rehearsal
Jr . II VS. Fr. II
3:30 P.M.
8 P.M. 3:40 P.M.
W.R.A. Fencing
Dance Studio A
Sr. Ill VS. Sr. I
Aleithian Club
Meetings Room
7:30 P.M.
Fae. Lge.-Town·
Jr. I VS. Sr. II
7 :30 P.M.
Faculty Bridge
send
Mar ch 28, 1962
7 P.M. Tuesday, M"-1"ch 20
3:30 P.M.
Fine Arts Film, ,;Alexander
Little Theater
Fr. I VS. Fr. II
Nevsky''
Soph. I VS, Sr. I
Meetings Room
3:30 P.M.
NSC T heater Guild
8 P.M. 3:40 P.M.
W.R.A. Modern Dance
Dance Studio A
Jr. II VS. Sr. II
D' Angola Gym
3:40 P.M.
W.R. A. Basketball
Sr. Ill VS. Jr. I
Meetings Room
IN THE EVENT A PLAYOFF 7 :30 P . M.
Nu Theta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Fae. Din. Room
GAME IS NEEDED IT WILL BE 7:30 P.M.
Fine Arts Film, "Alexander
Little Theater
PLAYED DURING THE WEEK 7:30 P.M.
Nevsky' '
OF MARCH 25th.

Weekly Schedule

Intramural
Sched. Revised

